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Novel Small-Size Directional Antenna for UWB
WBAN/WPAN Applications
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel small-size directional an-
tenna design for ultrawide-band wireless body area networks/wire-
less personal area networks applications. The design is based on a
typical slot antenna structure with an added reflector in order to
achieve directionality. The effects of different antenna parameters
and human body proximity on the radiation characteristics are an-
alyzed. Antenna measurements with an optic RF setup were per-
formed in order to characterize the small-size antenna far field ra-
diation pattern. The different structural antenna parameters were
optimized via extensive numerical simulations. Results show that
for frequencies above 3.5 GHz, where the power front-to-back ratio
of the directional antenna is greater than 10 dB, its impedance is
nearly the same as in the free space. It is not the case neither for the
omnidirectional slot antenna nor the monopole antenna next to the
body. Between 3 and 6 GHz performance of the novel directional
antenna, in terms of radiation efficiency and SAR values, is signif-
icantly improved compared to omnidirectional antenna designs.

Index Terms—Body-worn antennas, human body, pulsed an-
tennas, specific absorption rate (SAR), ultrawide-band (UWB),
wearable antennas, wireless communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N the past few years ultrawide-band (UWB) technology
has received increasing attention in the wireless world. Its

main envisioned advantages over conventional (narrowband)
wireless communications systemsare: low transmitpower levels,
high-data rates, and possibly simpler hardware configurations.
Wireless personal area networks (WPAN) and wireless body
area networks (WBAN) are seen as one of the major fields
where such UWB characteristics can be potentially exploited
[1]–[4]. Antennas play a critical role in the UWB communication
systems, since they act as pulse-shaping filters [5]. In impulse
radio based UWB systems (TH-UWB, DS-UWB) the antenna
performance and characteristics influence the design of the pulse
generator and also the complexity of the detection mechanism
in the receiver [6]. For any UWB antenna, the flat frequency
response requirement in a given band cannot be obtained for
all spatial directions [7]. Generally, there can be only a limited
area/direction in which the nondispersive conditions are well
approximated [8], thus the impulse response of the antenna
becomes an additional design parameter.The choice for a specific
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UWB antenna design has to be based on the main implementation
requirements. As we will show later in this paper, this aspect is
especially important in the UWB WBAN/WPAN applications.
They require that antennas must have small form factor (esp.
in WBAN), good efficiency, easy integration with circuitry and
good transient characteristics (short impulse response). There
are several UWB antenna designs available, which meet some
of the imposed requirements [9]–[11]. Additional requirements
exist for UWB WBAN antennas, since the proximity of the
human body can significantly modify their impedancebandwidth
and radiation characteristics, thus modifying also the transient
characteristics of the antenna [13]. These main observations
have led us to the conclusion that for an efficient design the UWB
antennas used in WBAN/WPAN devices have to be designed
and tested in their normal operating scenarios. However, very
few UWB antenna designs concerned with this issue were
reported in open literature, both for WPAN [12] and WBAN
[13], [15] applications.

Most of the antenna designs presented so far for UWB
WPAN/WBAN, present radiation patterns similar to the tradi-
tional monopole/dipole antennas. However, a directional radi-
ation pattern of an antenna would be desirable for body-worn
devices (WBAN) in order to minimize the effects of the human
body proximity and body exposure to EM radiation. To obtain
this, the radiation toward the body needs either not to take
place or to be minimized. Generally, directivity can be obtained
if the antenna is large in the direction of interest, such as
horn or Vivaldi antennas [16]. Other ways to achieve direc-
tional antenna pattern include adding the cavity or shielding
plane behind the antenna, or using the absorbing materials
[17]. However these techniques lead to either serious increase
in a size of an antenna, a more complicated manufacturing or
a decreased efficiency. As it was shown in [18], [19], another
way to reduce the backward radiation is incorporation of re-
flecting element. However this method has been used [18],
[19] only to improve the front-to-back ratio of antennas, which
were already directional (with a front-to-back ratio 10 dB).
Introduction of a reflecting element had therefore negligible
effect on the input impedance of the antenna and the reflector
could be safely incorporated into existing design. The size
of the antenna was also not an issue for the investigations
presented in [18], [19].

In this paper we propose a novel small-size directional
antenna for UWB systems, with the main focus on the WBAN
(body-worn) applications. It is based on the omnidirectional
UWB slot antenna design (presented also in this paper) and
utilizes the reflecting patch element to achieve front-to-back ratio
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better than 10 dB across a wide frequency range (in far field).
By means of the full-wave electromagnetic (EM) numerical
FIT method (using commercial CST Microwave Studio), a
systematic parameter study of our new design was performed
to investigate the influence of the reflector and other antenna
parameters on transient characteristics of the new antenna.
Further analysis incorporated the human body models in a
WBAN operating scenario. Moreover, a true characterization
of UWB antenna is presented based on the antenna transfer
function.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the param-
eters used for UWB antenna characterization and source pulse
are presented. In Section III we show the special cable-less
measurement set-up, suitable for electrically small antenna mea-
surements. This section also introduces human body models
used during numerical electromagnetic simulations. To provide
a reference for results obtained with the new antenna design a
commonly known/used example of small UWB antenna, the
disc monopole antenna is presented in Section IV. Section V
presents the design of an omnidirectional UWB slot antenna,
supported by a very small ground plane size, as well as the
design and characterization of a new directional UWB slot
antenna. Spatial UWB characteristics (averaged transfer func-
tions and pulse distortions) are analyzed in Section VI, for
two different directional antennas and omnidirectional antennas,
when operating in the free space. Finally, the influence of the
human body on different designs (examining radiation effi-
ciency, impedance and averaged transfer functions) is shown
in Section VII.

II. PARAMETERS USED FOR UWB ANTENNAS

CHARACTERIZATION

A very wide operational bandwidth of UWB systems makes
the design and evaluation of antennas much more difficult. For
the same reason traditional narrowband parameters character-
izing antenna, such as return loss, radiation pattern, polariza-
tion are relatively less useful for UWB radio systems. There-
fore UWB antennas should be evaluated by means of different
parameters,such as the antenna transfer function (TF). Together
with the waveform driving the antenna TF allows distortions in-
troduced by the UWB antenna to be calculated. In the following
sections we will base the antenna design and evaluation on the
following parameters.

A. ‘Narrowband’ Parameters

As it was mentioned, even if not directly useful, parame-
ters known from the traditional (narrowband systems) antenna
theory can be helpful. In our investigations we were looking at
the return loss parameter, as it is also the part in the antenna
transfer function. In further investigation the impedance band-
width is defined as 10 dB. We were also looking at
the radiation patterns on different frequencies, by which we can
(only) roughly estimate the behavior of the transfer functions
in different propagation directions. The 3-D radiation patterns
were used to calculate the antenna front-to-back (F2B) ratio, de-
fined as a ratio of total power radiated in the two half-spaces in
the far field.

B. Source Pulse

As a source pulse we have used the Gaussian modulated
pulse, which has the following form:

(1)

where defines center frequency of the pulse, (natural pulse
width) defines its bandwidth. Based on the amplitude charac-
teristics of transfer functions of investigated antennas (see Sec-
tion V), we have chosen 5 GHz and 160 ps. It gives
the 10 dB pulse bandwidth from approximately 3 to 7 GHz.

C. Frequency Domain Transfer Functions

During the design of the new antenna we have investigated
transmit (Tx) transfer function defined as [20]

(2)

It relates the radiated electric field intensity and the
pulse from the generator driving the antenna. This definition
is very convenient for practical cases, because it also includes
the impedance match between the antenna and the pulse gener-
ator. In this form is easily computable from the time-do-
main electromagnetic solvers, applying Fourier transformation.

D. Spatially Averaged Transfer Functions

We introduce a new parameter for UWB antenna characteri-
zation—the spatially averaged transfer function, expressed as

(3)

where are the transfer functions in a given direction, nor-
malized to the maximum value within the frequency band .

and are propagation directions for the and coordinate,
respectively. The choice for the should be based on the spec-
trum of the antenna input pulse. is a very useful parameter
and can be calculated for different solid angles
of the radiation sphere, or for the entire sphere, depending on
the interest. Preferable directions of propagation with best per-
formance in terms of transient characteristics could be found
for a given antenna as well. Concept of parameter is sim-
ilar to the mean effective gain (MEG) [21] or mean effective
energy gain [22], however it deals with the frequency-depen-
dant transfer function (which is more appropriate to characterize
UWB antennas).

E. Pulse Distortion Parameters

Based on the transfer functions we are able to calculate pulse
distortions introduced by an antenna. For UWB systems, the
commonly used receivers are based on the pulse energy detec-
tion or correlation with the template waveform. Therefore we
will examine the pulse distortions by calculating fidelity factor
and time spread of radiated pulses (with respect to the antenna
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Fig. 1. Small-size antenna measurement setup using RF on fiber optic: (a) photo of the antenna measurement setup (antenna, optical receiver and fiber link) and
(b) block diagram of the RF on fiber optic setup.

input pulse). Fidelity between waveforms and is gen-
erally defined as

(4)

The fidelity parameter , is the maximum of the cross-cor-
relation function and compares only shapes of both waveforms,
not amplitudes. Time spread is a ratio between the lengths of the
99% energy window (E99) of the radiated pulse and the antenna
input pulse (source pulse). It discloses how much the energy of
radiated pulse is spread compared to the input pulse.

III. MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION SETUP

A. Antenna Measurement Setup

In traditional antenna measurements, the antenna is con-
nected to the measurement equipment with a coaxial cable. This
set-up is perfectly suited for electrically large antennas, but not
for electrically small antennas, as the radiation characteristics
are significantly influenced by the size of the ground plane
or any conductive cables acting as additional ground planes
[14], [15]. The influence of the connecting feed cables or any
other conductive cables connected to the device, which does
not belong to the final application, ought to be minimized if
not completely eliminated. In [14], [15] a practical set-up was
proposed to achieve this, namely the use of an RF on fiber
optic (FO) link (transmitter and receiver) instead of the usual
conductive cable feed connections. Fig. 1 shows the RF on fiber
optic setup used in our antenna measurements.

The comparison between measured and simulated radiation
patterns are presented in Fig. 2, for the two principal planes, at
3.5, 4.5, and 6 GHz. Good agreement is achieved, especially for
the co-polarization component. In the final application the trans-
mitter (pulse generator) will be integrated on the antenna, so we
expect the radiation characteristics very close to simulated of
the directional antenna (see Section VI), without any additional
cables or metallic elements.

B. Human Body Models for Numerical Electromagnetic
Simulations

In the main applications (UWB WBAN) the antenna is
mounted on the human body. It is known that the body has a

significant impact on the antenna characteristics (radiation pat-
tern, efficiency and input impedance). Therefore, it is important
to include the human body in the EM simulations. We have in-
cluded two different models of the human body. The first one is
a three-tissue model, consisting of layers of skin (1-mm thick),
fat (3-mm thick) and a muscle tissue (40-mm thick), and the
second is a simple homogeneous model composed of muscle
tissue (44-mm thick). Overall dimensions of these models are
the same: 120 110 44 mm . The size of this truncated
body model was found by comparing the simulation results
in terms of antenna radiation characteristics when a larger (by
50%) model was used. No significant differences were noticed.
The human tissues are dispersive and their electrical properties
are therefore changing over frequencies. The influence of these
changes on the antenna characteristics was investigated by
an EM code which could include frequency dispersion and it
was found to have a minor influence (e.g., radiation efficiency
changes 5%), thus in all further investigations the electrical
parameters of the tissues were assumed to be nondispersive and
the values as at the centre frequency (4.5 GHz) were used [25]:
skin- 38, 2.7 S/m ; fat- 5.1, 0.18 S/m ;
muscle- 50.8, 3 S/m .

IV. REFERENCE ANTENNA DESIGN- UWB DISC MONOPOLE

Different kinds of monopole antennas are very often used in
UWB applications and we have therefore included results for a
UWB monopole antenna as reference. We designed the UWB
disc monopole, with the criteria of an impedance bandwidth
from 3 to 6 GHz 10 dB and with the size com-
parable to the of slot antenna. The antenna geometry is shown
in Fig. 3(a). Its dimensions are: ground plane
20 mm, disc diameter 16 mm. Gap between ground plane
and disc is 0.75 mm. Overall planar dimension of antenna is
36.75 20 mm. It was realized on a 0.5-mm thick FR4 sub-
strate 4.4 and is fed from a 50 microstrip line.

It is relatively easy to design a UWB monopole antenna when
considering only the impedance bandwidth. But to achieve the
same radiation pattern bandwidth is difficult, due to the signif-
icant changes in the antenna pattern at higher frequencies [26].
Plots of the return loss and the function (in 0, 0
direction) of the UWB disc monopole antenna are shown in
Fig. 3(b). As can be seen, the antenna is well matched in a much
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Fig. 2. Comparison of measured and simulated radiation patterns of directional slot antenna [see Fig. 1(a)]. (a) XZ plane 3.5 GHz, (b) XZ plane 4.5 GHz, (c)
XZ plane 6 GHz, (d) Y Z plane 3.5 GHz, and (e) Y Z plane 4.5 GHz, (f) Y Z plane 6 GHz.

Fig. 3. UWB disc monopole antenna: (a) geometry of the antenna and (b)
return loss and Tx transfer function (in propagation direction � = 0, � = 0).

wider bandwidth than 3–6 GHz. is presented on the same
scale as for different slot antennas from Fig. 5(b). It shows a
weak integrative characteristic.

V. SMALL-SIZE DIRECTIONAL UWB SLOT ANTENNA DESIGN

The main objective of this work was to design an ultra
wideband directional antenna, which is compact especially
concerning the thickness of the antenna. The geometry of the
proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 4.

As a first step the slot antenna without the reflector and on
the small ground plane was designed. The antenna is a slot cut
in the ground plane, fed by two symmetrically placed 100
microstrip lines which are connected in parallel to the 50 feed
line. This feeding topology provides very wideband matching
for slot and stacked patch antennas [23], [24]. Since our final
application, a wearable UWB transmitter, will operate in the
lower FCC UWB band (3–6 GHz), we achieved impedance
bandwidth 10 dB of 67%. This is one of the widest
bandwidths reported in the literature, for the medium width
slot antenna. Moreover, it is realized on a very small ground
plane. The overall antenna dimensions are defined by the
ground plane size—32 29 mm (0.32 0.29 at the lowest
operating frequency 3 GHz). Due to the small ground plane
dimensions compared to the slot dimensions, the antenna has
a quasiomni directional radiation pattern in an plane.
Moreover the antenna radiates almost the same amount of
the power in the two half-spaces. Front-to-back ratio is 0.09,
0.44, and 0.72 dB at 3.5, 4.5, and 6 GHz, respectively.

To improve the front-to-back ratio we have added another
radiating (reflecting) element below the feed line.

As has been shown [18], [19], this is an efficient way to
reduce the backward radiation. However authors of [18], [19]
have used this method only to improve front-to-back ratio of
antennas, which were already directional (with a front-to-back
ratio 10 dB). Introduction of a reflecting element therefore
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Fig. 4. Geometry of the novel small directional UWB antenna.

had negligible effect on the input impedance of the antenna
and reflector could easily be incorporated into existing designs.
This is certainly not our case, since we are dealing with the om-
nidirectional slot antenna. Due to the application requirements
(WBAN, WPAN) we are interested in a very small spacing
( 10 mm) between the reflector and the antenna feed line, to
keep the antenna thickness as small as possible. Thus the input
impedance of the antenna will be strongly influenced by the
reflector. Further, the radiation properties of the new structure
can not be analyzed in the same way as in [18], [19], where the
design process involves examining the relative magnitude and
phase of the radiated far field due to the slot and reflector (with
desired solution of equal magnitudes and a 180 phase differ-
ence). To understand the influence of different antenna (slot
antenna plus reflector) parameters on its impedance bandwidth
and radiation characteristics, a systematic parametric study was
performed. Table I presents initial design parameter of the di-
rectional UWB antenna, selected after several EM simulations,
and dimensions of the omnidirectional UWB slot antenna. It
should be noticed that since the reflector significantly affects
antenna characteristics, values from Table I are different from
those optimized for a single slot antenna. In our study one
design parameter at the time was varied, keeping the others
constant. For different antenna parameters we have investigated
matching bandwidth (defined as 10 dB), radiation
patterns at 3.5, 4.5, and 6 GHz and a transmit transfer function

0 0 .

A. Variation of the Spacing Between the Reflector and Feed
Line (S)

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows, the and , respectively,
for different values (6, 8, 10 mm) and also without reflector
(omnidirectional pattern). A very wide impedance bandwidth
of 67% (3–6 GHz) for the slot antenna without reflector was
achieved. With the addition of a reflector the shift in the
impedance bandwidth is visible, especially at lower frequen-
cies. Impedance bandwidth is 47% when the reflector is 6
mm away from the feed line, from 4 to 6.5 GHz. Moving the

TABLE I
INITIAL DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE ANTENNA SHOWN IN FIG. 4

reflector further away keeps almost the same relative bandwidth
(47% for 8 mm, 40% for 10 mm), but at the lower frequencies.

In Fig. 6 we can see the radiation patterns in two major planes
at 3.5, 4.5, and 6 GHz, for different values and also for the
antenna without the reflector. The slot antenna radiates equal
power in two hemispheres, with the gain increasing from 3.5
dB at 3.5 GHz to 5.3 dB at 6 GHz. With the presence of the
reflector the front-to-back (F2B) ratio greatly increases, being
above 10 dB for all values (it varies slightly for different
values, but no more than 1 dB). As expected the gain of the
antenna increases to around 7, 7.5 and 8.5 dB at 3.5, 4.5 and 6
GHz, respectively. Gain variations are not higher than 0.4 dB for
different values. It is also worth to notice, that the new direc-
tional antenna has a very stable radiation pattern across the fre-
quency band of interest. In Fig. 5(b) we can see 0 0
characteristics. As visible, the omnidirectional slot antenna has
very flat amplitude of , with a 3 dB bandwidth from 2.85
to 8 GHz (95%). For directional antennas the amplitude of
has narrower bandpass characteristic, with a 3 dB bandwidth
from around 3.5 to 7 GHz (67%). As expected the amplitude of

for the directional antenna is higher compared to the slot
antenna, even at frequencies, where the matching is poor this
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Fig. 5. (a) jS j for different S, (b) jH (!; 0; 0; )j transfer function for different S (curve named “no refl.” corresponds to the slot antenna without reflector),
and (c) radiated waveforms from the directional antenna (as in Table I) and from the slot antenna.

Fig. 6. Radiation patterns of directional slot antenna for different S. (a) XZ plane 3.5 GHz, (b) XZ plane 4.5 GHz, (c) XZ plane 6 GHz, (d) Y Z plane 3.5
GHz, (e) Y Z plane 4.5 GHz, and (f) Y Z plane 6 GHz. Pattern of the omnidirectional slot antenna (S =1) included for comparison.

is compensated by a higher antenna gain. Varying does not
have a large influence on the amplitude and the shape of .
Looking only at and characteristics, one could say
that the new directional antenna has a 20–30% lower bandwidth
compared to the slot antenna. But the difference is not visible
when looking at the transient results, when using the source
pulse described earlier in Section II-B. Fig. 5(c) presents ra-
diated waveforms by the omnidirectional slot antenna and the
directional antenna with parameters as in Table I. We can see
that the radiated pulses have almost the same shapes, but the
electric field intensity is higher for directional antenna. Further
investigations of the transient characteristics of both antennas
are presented in more details in Section VII.

B. Variation of the Reflector Width

The return loss and the of directional slot antenna,
when varying values of the reflector width ( 8, 12, 16
and 20 mm), were investigated. A decrease of impedance
bandwidth, from 54% (3.7–6.4 GHz) for 8 mm, 47%
(4–6.5 GHz) for 16 mm, to only 20% (5.3–6.5 GHz)
when 20 mm was observed. Thus, considering only
the impedance bandwidth, one would say that there is a sig-
nificant difference when changing the reflector width. When
considering , however, we observed that its amplitude and
shape is almost the same for different values [similarly,
as shown in Fig. 5(b)]. Based on the results from the previous
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Fig. 7. (a) Return loss of the directional antenna for different ST values and (b) jH (!; 0; 0)j for different ST values.

paragraph (Section II-A) of radiated pulses by antennas with
different characteristics, we could expect very similar
pulses radiated from directional antennas with various .

C. Variation of the Reflector Length

There is a certain threshold of the reflector length re-
sulting in a directive radiation characteristic. This length deter-
mines the lower frequency bound of antenna operation, in terms
of directivity. To have F2B higher than 10 dB at 3.5 GHz this
length is 36 mm. Parametric studies of the influence of the re-
flector length were done only for 36 mm (36, 40, 44, 48
mm). Above this length does not affect significantly the
and characteristics, indicating however a slight degrada-
tion in performance at the lower frequencies when shortening
the reflector.

D. Variation of the Distance Between Feed Lines ( )

Fig. 7 presents the influence of the spacing between parallel
100 feed lines on characteristics of directional slot antenna.
Results show that the distance between feed lines is one of the
most critical parameters, for the impedance bandwidth and
characteristics. Position of the feed lines affects the field distri-
bution in the slot. Therefore for a certain slot length there is an
optimal value of , resulting in the widest impedance band-
width, defining at the same time the characteristic of . It
should also be pointed out that to achieve the optimum band-
width for a given value, the length of the tuning stubs (
and ) must be appropriately adapted. Note that for a dif-
ferent value there is also an optimum and value.
No separate studies of varying and have been con-
ducted.

E. Physical Operation of a Directional UWB Slot Antenna

To further investigate the physical operation of the new di-
rectional antenna, and the impact of the reflector on the antenna
impedance and radiation, we have examined the near-fields of
the antenna. In Fig. 8, we present the electric field distribution
in a slot, for the antenna without [Fig. 8(a)] and with the re-
flector [Fig. 8(b)]. It can be seen that the reflector has a great
influence on the field distribution at lower frequencies (3.5 and
4.5 GHz). At 6 GHz however, the field distribution is almost

Fig. 8. Distribution of the electric field in the slot: (a) omnidirectional antenna
and (b) directional antenna. Size of arrows corresponds to the field strength.

Fig. 9. Comparison of radiation mechanism at 4.5 GHz: (a) directional UWB
slot antenna and (b) omnidirectional UWB slot antenna. Presented cut taken
along the Y axis, at the center of the slot.

unchanged. This significant change in the field distribution es-
pecially at low frequencies explains the serious change in the
return loss (impedance) between 3 and 5 GHz [see Fig. 5(a)].

Fig. 9 show the radiation of near-fields for the directional and
omnidirectional slot antennas. Shown is the field (co-polar-
ization) component at 4.5 GHz, at a cut taken along the axis, at
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Fig. 10. (a) Placement of the time-domain probes (E far-field component). Transfer functions recorded alongXZ plane for: (b) the omnidirectional slot antenna,
and (c) the directional slot antenna with R = 16 mm.

the center of the slot (antenna symmetry axis). It is visible that
the reflector function is a combination of radiation and reflec-
tion. From our observations of simple near-fields, we concluded
that the reflector contributes more to the radiation process at
the lower frequencies, and acts more as a simple reflector at the
higher frequencies.

Additional prove of that comes when investigating the radi-
ation phase center of antennas. We assume that the reference
point ( 0 mm, 0 mm, 0 mm) is placed in the center
of the slot. Then, phase center of the omnidirectional antenna is
at (0, 3.5, 2.8), (0, 3.5, 2.7) and (0, 3.5, 2.9) for 3.5, 4.5,
and 6 GHz, respectively. So it practically does not move with
frequency, what is very important for good transient behavior.
The same calculation for the directional slot antenna (reflector
at 6 mm) gives the phase centers located at (0, 0, 5.5),
(0, 0, 3.4) and (0, 0, 2.8) for 3.5, 4.5, and 6 GHz, respec-
tively. Therefore, we observe that with increasing frequency the
phase center moves in the direction closer and closer to that
of the slot antenna without the reflector.

VI. COMPARISON OF ANTENNAS OPERATING IN FREE-SPACE

A. Spatially Averaged Transmit Transfer Functions

In the previously presented section we have studied the new
directional antenna characteristics considering input matching,
transmit transfer function, , in the direction ( 0 ,
0 ) and the radiation patterns at 3.5, 4.5, and 6 GHz. In this sec-
tion we will present extended analysis of the two versions of
directional UWB slot antennas, the omnidirectional UWB slot
antenna and the monopole antenna (as a reference). As in the
real application (WBAN) antenna should be as thin as possible,
we have chosen two directional antennas, the first one with all
parameters as in Table I, the second one with 16 mm.
Investigations are based on the transient co-polarized electric

far-field signals (cross-polarization level 20 dB lower)
from different directions in the upper hemi-sphere. A limited
set of time-domain field values was chosen, along the and

cuts. Locations are shown in Fig. 10(a). The number of
points is higher for angles 60 90 , to account for the
higher pattern changes in these directions. For the calculations
of it gives 11 and 4 [see (3)]. From these
probes we are able to characterize antennas in the time- and
frequency-domain. In Fig. 10(b) and (c) we can see examples

Fig. 11. Averaged transmit transfer functions for the slot antenna and the
directional antennas with different reflector widths (8, 16 mm).

of transfer functions in plane, for omnidirectional and di-
rectional 16 mm slot antennas. It should be noticed,
that different slopes (positive, flat, negative) of transfer func-
tions exist, depending on the angle of propagation. It means that
within the limited frequency bandwidth the antenna will intro-
duce angle-dependant time operators (e.g., derivation or inte-
gration) to the driving pulse.

Fig. 11 depicts the averaged transmit transfer functions
for all antennas. Three different are calculated:

1. : averaged over and planes, for
angles between 0 60 . This represents the ra-
diation away from the human body, for body-mounted
antenna.

2. : averaged over and planes, for
angles 60 90 . This represents the radiation
along the human body.

3. : averaged over 0 90 .
The directional slot antennas have a small difference in the

averaged transfer functions for frequencies between 3 and 4
GHz. This difference is related to the input matching of these an-
tennas. However the difference in the return loss characteristics
of the slot antenna and directional slot antennas is not reflected
in the characteristics. On the other hand, for frequencies
above 6.5 GHz we observe very different characteristics of
of the omnidirectional and the directional slot antennas, even if
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Fig. 12. Pulse distortion metrics for different antennas: (a) omnidirectional slot antenna, (b) directional slot antenna with R = 8 mm, (c) directional antenna
with R = 16 mm, and (d) monopole antenna (as the reference).

their characteristics look alike in this frequency range. It
results from the fact that the gain of the directional antenna in-
creases faster than for the omnidirectional slot antenna, thus its
half-power beam width also decreases faster (from 71 at 3.5
GHz to 51 at 7 GHz, plane) than for the omnidirectional
slot antenna (from 80 at 3.5 GHz to 67 at 7 GHz, plane).
Therefore by choosing the 120 width of the solid angle for the

, its amplitude drops above 6 GHz.

B. Pulse Distortion Parameters

Based on the transfer functions we have calculated
parameters showing quantitative angular characteristics of
antennas for UWB systems: 1) 99% energy window (E99), rel-
ative to the input pulse; 2) 99% energy window, relative to the
pulse radiated in the ( 0 , 0 ) direction; and 3) fidelity
of radiated pulses (assuming the pulse radiated in ( 0 ,

0 ) direction as the reference waveform). It should be
noted that all these parameters depend on the pulse driving the
antenna. Although these angular-dependent characteristics are
very important from the point of view of UWB system design,
they are very rarely presented in papers about antennas for
UWB systems. Results are presented in Fig. 18. Driving pulse
is the one presented in Section II-B. Results for the monopole
antenna are presented for the reference.

The omnidirectional slot antenna has a fidelity above 98% in
the plane. In the plane fidelity factors are above 95%
for angles of between 70 and 65 , for the rest of considered
directions is lower, with a minimum of 84%. Very similar
fidelity results are obtained for both directional slot antennas.
There is a slight difference for the plane, where 95
is for angles within 65 50 . Monopole antenna has the
fidelity above 99% in the plane, but in the plane it is
much worse. 95 is only between 50 and 20 , and at
60 it reaches the minimum of 75%. Compared to all slot an-
tennas, we can also notice asymmetry in the plane, which
results from the changes of radiation pattern for different fre-
quencies. Considering pulse distortions based on time windows
with 99% of the pulse energy (E99), we can see that direc-
tional antennas introduce higher spatial variations of the E99
time windows [Fig. 12(b) and (c)], compared to the slot an-
tenna [Fig. 12(a)] and also to the monopole antenna [Fig. 12(d)].
Taking as the reference input antenna pulse (its E99 window is
0.392 ns), radiated pulses are 1.19–1.68 0.49 , 1.16–3.8

2.64 , 1.28–2.44 1.16 , 1.13–1.83 0.7
times longer, for the slot antenna, directional slot antenna with

8 mm, directional slot antenna with 16 mm and
monopole antenna, respectively. Angular spread of E99 win-
dows is important if one is interested in applications where any
relative position between Tx and Rx antennas is possible. An
interesting point to notice that even if E99 windows are shorter
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TABLE II
RADIATION EFFICIENCY (RAD.EFF.) AND PEAK SAR VALUES FOR THE DIRECTIONAL SLOT ANTENNA. INPUT POWER P = 1 W

TABLE III
RADIATION EFFICIENCY AND PEAK SAR VALUES FOR THE OMNI-DIRECTIONAL SLOT ANTENNA. INPUT POWER P = 1 W

between 45 and 75 of the plane for the monopole than
directional slot 8 mm , its fidelity is lower at these di-
rections. For the system considerations that would mean one
would prefer a different antenna (directional slot or monopole),
depending on the type of receiver (e.g., energy detector or tem-
plate-based).

VII. COMPARISON OF ANTENNAS OPERATING CLOSE TO THE

HUMAN BODY

To show the effect of the human body on the antenna char-
acteristics we have simulated the same antennas as used in
Section VII with the addition of the truncated human body
models. For the different separations between the antenna and
the body we have examined: antenna radiation efficiency, peak
SAR values (10 g averaged), transmit transfer functions and
input matching.

A. Radiation Efficiency and SAR

The objective of these investigations was to show the differ-
ence in the radiation efficiency and SAR values for different
antennas. The slot antenna has the omnidirectional pattern
(front-to-back ratio close to 0 dB) and the 10 dB impedance
bandwidth within 3–6 GHz. The first directional slot antenna
(reflector width 8 mm) has 10 dB within
3.7–6.4 GHz and power front-to-back ratio of 7.1, 7.4 and 11.7
dB at 3.5, 4.5, and 6 GHz, respectively. The second directional
slot antenna (reflector width 16 mm) has the 10 dB return
loss bandwidth within 4–6.5 GHz and power front-to-back ratio
of 10.4, 10.8 and 15.4 dB at 3.5, 4.5, and 6 GHz, respectivel

y. For comparison we assume the same body-to-feed line dis-
tance, 7 and 10 mm. For directional slot antennas it means that
the reflector is only 1 mm away from the body. Additional cal-
culations were made for the omnidirectional slot antenna, when

it was placed only 2 mm away from the body. The radiation effi-
ciency and SAR values are presented in Table II for directional
slot antennas and in Table III for the omnidirectional slot an-
tenna. They show that:

— Radiation efficiency of all antennas increases with fre-
quency. Only for the slot antenna in the position 2 mm
away from the body was a different behavior observed.

— Antenna performance in terms of the radiation effi-
ciency and SAR has improved for directional slot an-
tennas, compared to the omnidirectional slot antenna.

— Comparing only directional slot antennas, better per-
formance (radiation efficiency and SAR) was obtained
for the one with wider reflector (16 mm). Therefore,
one would choose different values of for operation
in free space than close to the human body.

— Comparing results obtained when using different body
models, higher (than 4–24%) radiation efficiencies
were calculated when homogeneous muscle-tissue
body model was used. Again, different behavior for
slot antenna 2 mm away from the body is observed.
As the electrical parameters of skin and muscle tissue
are very similar (conductivity plays a much bigger
role than permittivity), the main difference between
these two models is an incorporation of the fat tissue.
Fat is a low water content tissue, thus its conductivity
is lower than for skin and muscle.

As an illustration to the results presented in Table II and III
we present the power absorbed in the skin layer (where the
maximum absorption occurs) of the three-layer human body
model. Fig. 13 shows results for the omnidirectional slot an-
tenna, Fig. 14 for the directional slot antenna, normalized to
the same absolute value. It is visible that with the use of re-
flector, near-fields where scattered, resulting in the lower power
deposited in the tissue.
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Fig. 13. Power absorbed in the skin layer of the three-layer human body model due to the omnidirectional slot antenna: (a) 3.5 GHz, (b) 4.5 GHz, and (c) 6 GHz.
Distance between the skin and the feed-lines is 7 mm.

Fig. 14. Power absorbed in the skin layer of the three-layer human body model due to the directional slot antenna: (a) 3.5 GHz, (b) 4.5 GHz, and (c) 6 GHz.
Distance between the skin and the feed-lines is 7 mm (1 mm between skin and reflector).

B. Averaged Transmit Transfer Functions and Impedance
Bandwidth Characteristics

In Fig. 15 return loss characteristics of body-worn antennas
are shown. The impedance bandwidth of the new directional
antennas (for both values, 8 and 16 mm) is almost the same
when operating in a free space and close to the human body.
The only noticeable difference exists for frequencies below 3.5
GHz, where the reflector element is not yet working properly
and antennas have lower directivity (see Section VI-C). For the
omnidirectional slot antenna, the impedance is greatly changed
due to body proximity. However, because of losses in the human
body, impedance bandwidth is preserved. Considering these
facts, we may conclude that making the slot antenna directional
results in a greatly decreased influence on the human body
on its impedance. As for antennas operating in a free-space
(see Fig. 11), we have calculated spatially averaged transmit
transfer functions for body-worn antennas. Results are shown
in Fig. 16(a). Transfer functions were averaged over the same
solid angles as earlier (Section VII-A). In Fig. 16(b) the differ-
ence between from the same solid angle when calculated
for a free-space and body worn operational cases is presented.

Fig. 15. Return loss of body-mounted antennas: new directional antennas with
R of 8 and 16 mm, slot antenna. Body-feed line distance is 7 mm for all
antennas.

We can clearly see that the new directional antennas are much
less influenced by human body proximity, than the omnidirec-
tional slot antenna. Results obtained for the directional antenna
with reflector width of 16 mm are especially encouraging. The
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Fig. 16. (a) Spatially averaged transmit transfer functions (H ) of body-mounted antennas: omnidirectional slot antenna and directional slot antennas with
R = 8 and 16 mm: (b) Difference inH between free-space and body-mounted operations. Distance between feed line of antennas and the body is 7 mm.

transfer function (propagation from the body) within the
3.4–8 GHz band is maximally 0.5 dB different from the one
in free-space. For the same frequency band, variations
in the case of omnidirectional slot antenna are even up to 4
dB. Comparing only directional antennas, we can see again (as
for the radiation efficiency and SAR), that the antenna with

16 mm performs slightly better, when one considers the
difference in transient characteristics between the free
space and on the body operations.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A novel small-size directional UWB antenna for
WPAN/WBAN applications has been proposed in this work. It
utilizes the small reflecting/radiating patch element to achieve
a front-to-back ratio above 10 dB in a very large bandwidth
from 3.5 to 7 GHz. Antenna measurements with an optic RF
setup were performed in order to characterize the small-size
antenna far field radiation pattern. By means of numerical EM
simulations, systematic parametric study was performed to
understand the influence of the reflecting element on transient
characteristics of the new antenna. As will be the case in normal
WPAN/WBAN operating scenarios, antenna performance was
examined when in free space and close to the human body.
Two truncated body models were used, three-tissue model
(skin, fat and muscle tissues) and homogeneous muscle tissue
model. Performance of the novel directional UWB antenna
was compared with the omnidirectional UWB slot antenna and
with the UWB disc monopole antenna. As monopole antennas
are very popular and commonly used in UWB systems, the
latter one serves as the reference design.

In free space, spatial UWB characteristics of antennas have
been obtained based on the transmit transfer functions, time
windows with 99% energy and fidelity of radiated pulses. Re-
sults show that the new directional antenna has slightly larger
values of 99% energy windows of radiated pulses compared to
the UWB disc monopole. However, when considering fidelity
of radiated pulses, the directional antenna performs better than
the monopole, due to the more stable radiation pattern across
the frequency band of interest. Therefore, our new design can

be an attractive alternative to the popular UWB monopole an-
tennas, especially for WBAN/WPAN applications where direc-
tional antenna could be of interest.

The advantage of using the proposed directional UWB an-
tenna is even more pronounced if we consider its operation
on the human body (UWB WBAN applications). Results show
that for frequencies above 3.5 GHz, where the power front-to-
back ratio of the directional antenna is greater than 10 dB, its
impedance bandwidth is nearly the same as in the free space. It is
not the case neither for the commonly used omnidirectional slot
antenna nor monopole antennas. Furthermore, between 3 and
6 GHz the performance of the novel directional slot antenna, in
terms of radiation efficiency and SAR, is significantly improved
compared to omnidirectional antenna designs. Results of spa-
tially averaged transfer functions also prove better performance
of the directional slot antenna. They show that the difference of
spatially averaged transfer functions between operation in the
free space and when close to the body is much lower ( 0.5 dB
for , within 3.5–8 GHz) than for the omnidirectional slot
antenna. These main observations lead to the conclusion that our
new directional UWB antenna is indeed very suitable for UWB
BAN applications, being a more efficient design with radiation
characteristics less influenced by proximity of the human body.
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